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Abstract9

Magmatic accretion at slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges exhibits specific fea-

tures. Although magma supply is focused at the centre of second-order

segments, melts are episodically distributed along the rift toward segment

ends by lateral dyke intrusions. It has been previously suggested that an

along-axis downward topographic slope away from the magma source is suf-

ficient to explain lateral dyke propagation. However, this cannot account

for the poor correlation between dyke opening and surface elevation in the

2005–2010 series of 14 dyke intrusions of Afar (Ethiopia). Using mechani-

cal arguments, constrained by both geodetic and seismological observations,

we propose that the large dykes that initiate near the mid-segment magma

source are attracted toward segment ends as a result of a thickening of the

elastic-brittle lithosphere in the along-rift direction. This attraction arises

from the di!erence of elastic resistance between the segment centre where

the lithosphere is thermally weakened by long-term focusing of melts, and

comparatively “colder”, hence stronger segment ends. The axial topographic
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gradient in magmatic rifts may be more likely explained as an incidental

consequence of these variations of along-axis elastic-brittle thickness, rather

than the primary cause of lateral dyke injections.
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1. Introduction11

Vertical ascent of magma through the lithosphere is a widespread obser-12

vation in volcanic regions around the world, and is generally explained by13

the buoyancy of molten rock with respect to solid host-rock (e.g. Weertman,14

1971). A more intriguing phenomenon is the horizontal migration of magma15

during a lateral dyke intrusion. Because lateral dyke intrusions are sus-16

pected to be ubiquitous at mid-ocean ridges (MOR) (Smith and Cann, 1999;17

Dziak et al., 2004), a better understanding of the conditions driving hor-18

izontal magma migration is required to assist interpretations of accretion19

processes in terms of an evolution of melt supply to the ridge (Rabain et al.,20

2001; Buck et al., 2005).21

So far, the most complete set of evidence of lateral dyke intrusions orig-22

inates from studies of the only two sub-aerial sectors of the MOR system,23

namely Iceland and Afar. These two hotspot-influenced regions represent two24

di!erent stages of oceanisation: mature in Iceland, incipient in Afar. The25

Krafla (Iceland, 1975–1984) and Manda Hararo (Afar, Ethiopia, 2005–2010)26

rifting episodes consisted in major periods of magmatic unrest, during which27

21 and 14 dykes, respectively, were intruded along the rift zones, involv-28

ing cumulative volumes of magma of the order of 1–3 km3 (e.g. Björnsson,29

1985; Grandin et al., 2010b). Seismic activity coeval with dyke tip propa-30
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gation has shown that several, if not all, dykes during these rifting episodes31

have migrated horizontally at velocities of ! 1 km/h away from a single32

mid-segment magma reservoir (Figure 1) (Brandsdóttir and Einarsson, 1979;33

Keir et al., 2009; Belachew et al., 2011; Grandin et al., 2011). In both cases,34

the first dyke of the sequence was the largest in volume and migrated over the35

longest distance: up to 2 km3 and 30–35 km at Manda Hararo (Ayele et al.,36

2009; Grandin et al., 2009) and 0.15 km3 and 60 km at Krafla (Björnsson,37

1985). Subsequent dyke intrusions propagated unidirectionally. They appear38

to be organised in sub-sequences, with (1) the same direction of propagation39

and decreasing distance of propagation within a single sub-sequence, and40

(2) a shift in direction between successive sub-sequences (Buck et al., 2006;41

Hamling et al., 2009; Grandin et al., 2010b). An increase of eruptive activity42

and a coeval decrease of the rate of magma intrusion is observed through-43

out the duration of a rifting episode (Björnsson, 1985; Ferguson et al., 2010;44

Grandin et al., 2010b).45

Several models have attempted to explain lateral dyke intrusions. The46

common view is that melts first experience a buoyancy-driven vertical ascent47

through the lithosphere, and then stop ascending at a certain depth level,48

where their trajectories become horizontal. This change of propagation di-49

rection (vertical, followed by horizontal) is believed to occur at a critical50

level that either represents a level of neutral buoyancy (LNB), defined as the51

depth above which lithospheric rocks become less dense than liquid magma52

(Lister and Kerr, 1991; Ryan, 1993), or the brittle-ductile transition (BDT)53

where tectonic extension is maximum (Rubin and Pollard, 1987), or a combi-54

nation. In either scenario, lateral dyke intrusion occurs as a result of magma55
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spreading along an equilibrium interface because the dyke cannot expand56

in the vertical direction. If the interface is flat, the model predicts that57

maximum dyke opening should be observed directly above the locus of melt58

supply (Lister and Kerr, 1991). However, the maximum thickness of most59

dykes intruded in the Krafla and Manda Hararo rifts was o!set from the60

mid-segment magma source by 10–30 km, with little dyke opening observed61

in the vicinity of the source (Figure 1b) (Björnsson, 1985; Grandin et al.,62

2010b). Explaining this striking observation requires a mechanism capable63

of e"ciently attracting dykes laterally away from the source reservoir.64

An extension of the above interpretation states that the commonly ob-65

served decrease of along-axis elevation toward segment ends constitutes the66

primary cause for the lateral propagation of dykes. The proposed reason67

for horizontal magma migration is the tendency of magma to flow under its68

own weight along a sloping level located at constant vertical distance below69

the sloping Earth’s surface (Rubin and Pollard, 1987) (blue line in Figure 2).70

This model has been put forward to explain lateral dyke propagation from a71

reservoir located beneath shield volcanoes radially (Pinel and Jaupart, 2004)72

or along the rift zone direction (Fialko and Rubin, 1998; Buck et al., 2006).73

However, this “sloping surface model” fails to explain the recent observation74

of a poor correlation between surface elevation and dyke opening during the75

Manda Hararo rifting episode (Grandin et al., 2009, 2010b). Indeed, max-76

imum cumulative dyke opening between 2005 and 2010 (! 15 m), which77

has occurred ! 10 km north of the central magma reservoir, is located be-78

low the site of maximum elevation (400–650 m), whereas lower elevations79

(300–400 m) correspond to less opening (! 8 m) (Grandin et al., 2010b)80
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(Figure 1a-b). The source reservoir itself, which corresponds to a local mini-81

mum of dyke opening and dyke height, is located below a site of intermediate82

elevation (! 500 m).83

In this paper, we alternatively propose that lateral dyke injections are84

driven by an along-axis increase of the elastic-brittle thickness (or, in other85

words, a deepening of the BDT) away from segment centre toward seg-86

ment ends. Indeed, a greater elastic-brittle thickness toward segment ends87

means that more elastic potential energy can be stored there, compared88

to segment centre where magma is injected into a thinner elastic litho-89

sphere. This situation induces a lateral gradient of di!erential stress that90

is su"cient to drive dyke injections laterally away from the mid-segment91

magma source (green line in Figure 2). The main factor controlling these92

along-axis variations of elastic-brittle thickness in slow-spreading MORs is93

likely the thermal structure of the axial lithosphere, which is characterised94

by a focusing of hot magmatic material at segment centre that thermally95

weakens the lithosphere and produces comparatively colder, hence stronger96

segment ends (Phipps Morgan et al., 1987; Chen and Morgan, 1990). Evi-97

dence for such variations of strength are established from geophysical ob-98

servations of the tridimensional structure and segmentation of the MOR99

lithosphere (e.g. Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990; MacDonald et al.,100

1991; Kong et al., 1992; Magde et al., 1997; Doubre et al., 2007a), and sup-101

ported by the thermo-mechanical models typically employed in attempts to102

shed light on accretion processes at MORs (e.g. Tapponnier and Francheteau,103

1978; Neumann and Forsyth, 1993; Shaw and Lin, 1996; Poliakov and Buck,104

1998).105
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We propose to quantify the e!ect of variations in the thickness of the106

elastic-brittle axial lithosphere on dykes propagating laterally, and to com-107

pare this e!ect to that induced by along-axis variations of surface elevation.108

The paper is organised as follows. First, we review the main factors con-109

trolling the phenomenon of dyke intrusion, and highlight the importance of110

the distribution of stress in a vertical section in controlling the style and111

depth of dyke intrusions. Then, we compare the e"ciency of the two com-112

peting models (i.e. sloping topography versus thickening of the elastic-brittle113

lithosphere) in producing lateral changes of stress conditions that promote114

horizontal magma migration. Finally, we discuss the implications and limi-115

tations of our model.116

2. Factors controlling the depth of magma intrusion in a vertical117

section118

2.1. Definition of the driving pressure119

In the Earth’s lithosphere, stresses are generally compressive, and empty120

voids located deeper than several hundred meters would close rapidly by creep121

or fracturing of host rock (e.g. Lachenbruch, 1961; McGarr et al., 1979). In122

contrast, a cavity filled with a pressurised fluid can be stable for a longer123

time. In a magma-rich extensional tectonic environment, such as at MORs,124

magmatic fluid emplaces in tensile cracks oriented normal to the direction125

of the least compressive principal stress !3, which is parallel to the direction126

of plate divergence. Therefore, dykes are vertical and strike normal to the127

direction of tectonic extension (Anderson, 1938). In the following, we adopt128

the geologic convention, stating that compressive stress is positive.129
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The possibility for a dyke to open or close depends on the balance be-130

tween magma pressure inside the dyke pm, which acts to widen the dyke,131

and the horizontal compressive stress !3 that opposes dyke opening (e.g.132

Pollard et al., 1983; Rubin, 1990) (Figure 3). The driving pressure Pd (some-133

times called the driving stress) is a local quantity defined as the di!erence134

between these two stress components:135

Pd = pm " !3 (1)136

Limiting the analysis to the vertical direction, dyke opening should occur137

primarily in the depth range where Pd > 0 (e.g. Weertman, 1971). However,138

due to elastic deformation of host-rock, dykes can propagate into regions139

where Pd < 0, so that dyke intrusions ascending within the lithosphere can140

overshoot above and below the level where Pd = 0 (Figure 3c). Neglecting141

these elastic interactions and resistance to fracture of host-rock, the tendency142

for magma ascent, descent or arrest, is captured by the magnitude of "Pd/"z,143

where z is the depth below the surface. Therefore, to understand whether144

a pocket of magma trapped in the Earth’s interior should ascend up to the145

surface, stop at a certain depth, or descend, one needs to derive the expression146

of Pd as a function of depth in a vertical section.147

In an extensional tectonic context, the most compressive component of148

the stress tensor (!1) is vertical. We assume that the intermediate stress !2149

(horizontal, parallel to the rift strike) plays no role in the analysis, which150

is therefore limited to the (!1, !3) plane. The magnitude of the di!erential151

stress !d corresponds to the amount of relative tension in the lithosphere:152

!d = !3 " !1 (2)153
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With the geologic convention, tensile stress conditions imply that !1 > !3 >154

0, so that !d < 0 and |!d| defines the magnitude of relative tension in the155

lithosphere. In general, !1 is assumed to depend on the burden of overlying156

rocks, and is called the “lithostatic pressure”:157

!1(z) = #r gz (3)158

where #r is the density of the overlying rocks, assumed constant here, and159

z is the depth below the surface, i.e. here the height of the overlying rock160

column. A similar expression is obtained for the pressure distribution in the161

magma column trapped inside a dyke, using a magma density #m:162

pm(z) = #m gz + p0 (4)163

with p0 corresponding to magma overpressure. For the sake of simplicity, we164

assume that magma overpressure p0 is constant during dyke intrusion, i.e.165

that viscous pressure loss contributions to pm are not considered. The main166

implications of this assumption are qualitatively discussed in Section 4. We167

also note that p0 can be negative in the case of a magma column trapped at168

depth.169

As discussed later in Section 3, the depth below the free surface (z)170

and the absolute vertical level referenced with respect to sea level (later171

noted Z) should be distinguished in the expressions of the pressure dis-172

tribution in fluids (e.g. in Equation 4) if the Earth’s surface is not flat.173

However, in the present section, we focus on the establisment of an ex-174

pression for the variability of the driving pressure in a vertical section, so175

we may temporarily use only one notation for the position along the verti-176

cal axis (z). Using Equation 1 and this temporary simplification, we find177
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that the driving pressure includes the contribution of three terms: (1) buoy-178

ancy of the magma, caused by the density contrast ## = #m " #r between179

magma and host rock, respectively, (2) di!erential stress !d, i.e. the mag-180

nitude of relative tension in the lithosphere, and (3) magma overpressure181

p0 (e.g. Pollard et al., 1983; Gudmundsson, 1986; Rubin and Pollard, 1987;182

Fialko and Rubin, 1998; Buck, 2006):183

Pd(z) = ## gz " !d(z) + p0 (5)184

As discussed above, the vertical motion of dykes is controlled by the185

magnitude and sign of "Pd/"z. Equation 5 shows that "Pd/"z depends186

both on the buoyancy of magma with respect to host rock (## g) and the187

variation of di!erential stress as a function of depth ("!d/"z). Because188

lateral dyke intrusions in Afar and Iceland mostly remain trapped below189

the Earth’s surface (Abdallah et al., 1979; Björnsson, 1985; Grandin et al.,190

2010b; Ferguson et al., 2010), these two contributions necessarily equilibrate191

each other at a certain depth (i.e. "Pd/"z = 0), as illustrated in Fig-192

ure 4. When tectonic stress is uniformly equal to zero (“lithostatic state193

of stress”), this may occur if the density of host-rock happens to be lower194

than that of magma above a certain horizon, so that the sign of ## changes,195

and magma becomes negatively buoyant (“level of neutral buoyancy”, LNB196

(Lister and Kerr, 1991; Ryan, 1993)). However, it can be shown that in197

the case of a moderate amount of tectonic loading, as is appropriate to de-198

scribe stress conditions in MORs, changes in the gradient of di!erential stress199

"!d/"z may easily exceed those of ## g (see Rubin and Pollard, 1987; Rubin,200

1995; Fialko and Rubin, 1998). Therefore, only the expression of !d(z) needs201

to be derived to identify the preferential depth of emplacement of dykes. This202
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is done in the following sub-section.203

2.2. State of stress in the lithosphere as a function of depth204

In this sub-section, we concentrate our analysis on the determination205

of the depth of preferential dyke emplacement for a reasonable scenario of206

the depth distribution of !d. For simplicity, we assume that densities #r207

and #m are constant and that the e!ect of buoyancy forces on "Pd/"z may be208

neglected in comparison to that of tectonic stress (i.e. "Pd/"z # "!d/"z). In209

this case, magma emplaces preferentially in the depth range where !d reaches210

its minimum, i.e. where relative tension is maximum (Figure 4c).211

In a lithostatic state of stress, no di!erential stress occurs, so that !1 =212

!3 = #rgz everywhere (Equation 3). This is generally not the case in an213

active tectonic context, where di!erential stress accumulates as a result of214

deformation of the lithosphere (i.e. !d becomes increasingly negative in an215

extensional context). For small amounts of stretching, strain is stored elas-216

tically, in a reversible fashion. As availability of magma seems to control217

the dynamics of rifting (Buck et al., 2006), if melting below the lithosphere218

proceeds slowly, stresses can build up to a high level until su"cient magma219

becomes available to initiate rifting and feed voluminous dykes. In that case,220

the first dyke to escape the source reservoir preferentially emplaces in the221

depth interval where tectonic extension is highest (see previous sub-section).222

Successive dyke intrusions progressively “consume” the elastic potential en-223

ergy stored within the lithosphere, until (1) magma pressure or (2) tectonic224

extension have dropped so much that (1) further dyke injections cannot be225

initiated or (2) magma reaches the surface and is extruded in an eruption.226

The maximum amount of elastic or recoverable strain that can be stored in227
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the lithosphere is limited by the strength of the lithosphere. In the absence of228

magma, this limit depends on the resistance to rupture of pre-existing normal229

faults extending through the brittle lithosphere (e.g. Brace and Kohlstedt,230

1980). In the presence of magma, the limit depends on the tensile strength of231

rocks in presence of magma-filled dykes, which is much lower (Rubin and Pollard,232

1987; Turcotte and Schubert, 2002). Therefore, because the stress distribu-233

tion prior to onset of a dyke intrusion is controlled by yield criteria associated234

with normal faulting, the depth interval for dyke intrusions depends on the235

shape of the yield envelope in the absence of magma, whose expression is236

derived below.237

Brittle rupture associated with faulting occurs when the shear stress $238

resolved on pre-existing normal faults exceeds the resistance to slip on the239

crack’s surface due to friction, which is given by the product of the normal240

stress !n and the coe"cient of static friction µ. Taking into account the241

additional e!ect of water pore pressure pw, the stability criterion is expressed242

as:243

|$ | $ µ(!n " pw) (6)244

where pw is water pore pressure:245

pw = #wgz (7)246

with #w the density of water (assumed constant here, and equal to 1000 kg/m3).247

In the above equation, it is implicit that pore pressure is assumed to be nearly248

hydrostatic (i.e. pw ! 0 near the surface), which is appropriate as long as249

depth is shallow (less than 10 km). In a lithostatic stress state, for any geom-250

etry of the fault, !n is the burden stress !1 defined in Equation 3. However,251
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as soon as !1 %= !3, then !n also depends on the fault dip % and the magni-252

tude of di!erential stress !d (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 2002). Introducing253

an e!ective coe"cient of friction A, Equation 6 may be rewritten as:254

!d & "2A(#r " #w)gz (8)255

with rupture occurring when the equality is satisfied (Byerlee’s frictional256

law) (e.g. Byerlee, 1967). The lithosphere is said to be in a state of incipient257

faulting at all depths (“faulting stress case”) when equality in Equation 8258

is satisfied at all depths. The e!ective coe"cient of friction depends on the259

coe"cient of static friction through the relation:260

A =
µ

!

1 + µ2 + µ
(9)261

Fixing the value of µ allows one to determine the optimal dip of faults %opt for262

the state of incipient faulting through the relation tan{2(&/2" %opt)} = 1/µ263

which maximises the Coulomb stress (defined as the di!erence between the264

shear stress and the coe"cient of friction times the normal stress). Then,265

the dependence of maximum di!erential stress as a function of depth, via A266

in Equation 8, is readily found. For µ = 0.85 (condition relevant to depths267

shallower than 8 km (Byerlee, 1968)), we obtain %opt = 65" and A = 0.39.268

For greater depths, µ = 0.6 is appropriate (Dieterich, 1972; Byerlee, 1978),269

and yields %opt = 60.5" and A = 0.34. In the following, we use A = 0.35.270

With such values of A, and realistic values of lithospheric rock densities271

(#r =2600–3000 kg/m3, considering that the elastic layer of the lithosphere272

in such context corresponds to the upper crust), maximum di!erential stress273

in the lithosphere increases linearly with depth at a rate of 10–15 MPa/km274

(Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Rubin, 1992). In other words, comparison of275
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Equations 3 and 8 shows that the Byerlee frictional law for a tectonic en-276

vironment in extension imposes that !1 & !3 & 0.5 ' !1, which can we277

rewritten as "0.5 ' !1 $ !d $ 0.278

This expression is assumed to hold above the BDT. At greater depth,279

where temperature is higher, the material cannot sustain high di!erential280

stress either, but yield will occur by plastic flow or ductile deformation at281

lower stress levels than required for brittle faulting or dyking. This be-282

haviour is described by a variety of laboratory-derived rheological laws, which283

include a dependence upon the strain rate, the temperature (via a Boltz-284

mann exponent), and the nature of the material and its water content (e.g.285

Kohlstedt and Goetze, 1974; Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980). A major uncer-286

tainty arises from applying these laws to large-scale deformation, as well as287

from imprecise knowledge of conditions (composition, temperature, etc.) at288

depth. The simplest assumption is to state that the di!erential stress is289

bounded by a function of the form (e.g. Poliakov and Buck, 1998):290

0 & !d & "B exp

"

H " z

Hc

#

for z & H (10)291

where Hc is the characteristic length scale of the decay of strength at in-292

creasing depth. B is a factor controlling the strength of the material. With293

the previous definition of di!erential stress in Equation 8, continuity of !d(z)294

requires that B = 2A(#r " #w)gH . This expression implies that di!erential295

stress decreases rapidly below a depth H , which we assume here to corre-296

spond to the depth of the BDT. In the following, the terms “depth of the297

BDT” and “thickness of the elastic-brittle lithosphere” will be used indis-298

tinctively. As a consequence of Equations 8 and 10, in the faulting stress299

case, magma injection will preferentially occur near the depth of the BDT.300
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3. Conditions driving dyke intrusion in the horizontal direction301

3.1. Method302

In this section, building upon the expression of "Pd/"z developed in the303

previous section, we perform a first-order calculation of the magnitude of304

the horizontal gradient of driving pressure "Pd/"x for two distinct scenarii305

that aim at providing an explanation of the phenomenon of lateral dyke306

intrusions. Magma is assumed to migrate laterally along a downward-sloping307

equilibrium level, which we assume here to correspond to the BDT. However,308

the geometric configuration of the free surface with respect to the BDT is309

di!erent in the two scenarii: in the first scenario (“sloping surface model”),310

the BDT lies at a constant depth below a sloping topography (blue line in311

Figure 2), whereas, in the second scenario (“sloping BDT model”), the free312

surface need not play a primary role and the slope of the BDT is rather313

related to the along-axis thermal gradient in the lithosphere (green line in314

Figure 2).315

We assume that dykes are trapped at the depth where driving pressure316

is maximum, i.e. at depth z where "Pd/"z = 0, or Pd = P max
d . According317

to the yield criteria described above, for a lithosphere in a state of incipi-318

ent rupture at all depths (“faulting stress case”), this preferential level lies319

approximately at the BDT for a wide range of density contrasts between320

magma and host rock (Figure 4a). Then, once magma is trapped at that321

critical depth, the lateral trajectory of magma-filled cracks becomes a!ected322

by the magnitude of the lateral gradient of driving pressure "Pd/"x along323

the BDT, which we relate here to heterogeneity in the horizontal distribu-324

tion of density and di!erential stress within the lithosphere due to slopes325
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of the surface topography and BDT. To assess the magnitude of the lateral326

variations of driving pressure “sensed” by a magma pocket migrating along327

the BDT, we calculate the variation of the magnitude of the driving pressure328

#P max
d at the BDT between two points separated by a distance #x along329

the magmatic rift (Figure 5). The horizontal gradient of driving pressure is330

then deduced using the approximate relation:331

"Pd

"x
#

#P max
d

#x
(11)332

Prior to developing a full expression of "Pd/"x, we point out that ex-333

pressions of variations of magma pressure and water pressure as a function334

of depth (Equations 4 and 7 and subsequent dependent equations) require335

special care. Indeed, taking into account a hydraulic connectivity, magma336

and water pressures depend on the absolute vertical level Z with respect to337

a horizontal surface (because fluids cannot sustain a shear stress), whereas338

lithostatic stress depends on the height of the overlying rock column z (as339

illustrated in Figure 5). This hypothesis, for pore pressure pw, is equivalent340

to assuming that water-filled pores are interconnected and in hydrostatic341

equilibrium with a flat-lying pressure level, for instance sea level (however,342

pw could be tied to the local surface elevation rather than absolute elevation,343

with no impact on our conclusions). For magma pressure pm, the assumption344

is equivalent to stating that pressure is transmitted within the magma inside345

the propagating dyke, which is a major assumption of our model.346

Finally, assuming that equality is satisfied in Equation 8 (i.e. the litho-347

sphere is in a state of incipient faulting at all depths), the following expression348
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for the driving pressure above the BDT is found:349

Pd(z, Z) = #m gZ " #r gz + 2A(#rgz " #wgZ) + p0 (12)350

where we recall that z is the height of the overlying rock column, and Z is the351

vertical distance with respect to an arbitrary horizontal reference surface, for352

instance sea level. z and Z necessarily di!er if the Earth’s surface is not flat.353

The changes of z and Z between two sites along the BDT separated by a354

distance #x are noted #z and #Z, respectively (Figure 5). As a consequence355

of Equations 11 and 12, the quantity "Pd/"x is uniquely determined by356

geometrical parameters #z and #Z. To relate these parameters, we assume357

that the free surface makes an angle ' with the horizontal, and that the358

BDT makes an angle ( with the horizontal (Figure 5a). Let P1 and P2 be359

two sites along the BDT at distances along the rift zone from the magma360

source x1 and x2, respectively, such that x2 = x1 +#x, with #x > 0, and the361

axis x oriented in the direction of magma migration. The change of absolute362

elevation #Z from P1 to P2 is therefore:363

#Z = #z + ) = #z + #x tan' = #x tan ( (13)364

where #z is the change of the height of the overlying rock column from P1365

to P2, and ) is the change in the absolute elevation of the free surface from366

x1 to x2 (positive for a decreasing elevation).367

3.2. Calculation of the horizontal gradient of driving pressure368

3.2.1. “Sloping surface model”369

In this model, originally proposed by Rubin and Pollard (1987), and later370

developed by Fialko and Rubin (1998) and Fialko and Rubin (1999), magma371
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is assumed to migrate along a level located at a constant depth below a372

sloping free surface under the action of its own weight (blue line in Figure 2).373

Following the geometry defined above (Figure 5b), since magma follows a374

trajectory parallel to the free surface, we have ( = ', #z = 0 and #Z =375

#x tan' (Equation 13). Using Equation 12, the variation of di!erential376

stress along the BDT from P1 to P2 is therefore given by:377

Pd(P2) " Pd(P1) = #P max
d = #mg#x tan'" 2A#wg#x tan' (14)378

We deduce the horizontal gradient of driving pressure (Equation 11):379

"

"Pd

"x

#

sloping surface

#
#P max

d

#x
= {#m " 2A#w}g tan' (15)380

Using A = 0.35, #m = 2700 kg/m3, and #w = 1000 kg/m3, Equation 15 may381

be approximated as:382

"

"Pd

"x

#

sloping surface

# 0.74 #mg tan' #
3

4
#mg tan' (16)383

We note that, in spite of the di!erent approach adopted here, this ex-384

pression di!ers only slightly from that proposed by Fialko and Rubin (1998)385

("Pd/"x = #mg sin'). The two expressions yield similar results as long as386

' is small (say, < 15"), which is generally the case in practice, even for the387

steep slopes of the young volcanic rifts of Hawaii (a maximum of 11" is found388

along the flanks of Mauna Loa and Loihi (Fialko and Rubin, 1999))389

3.2.2. “Sloping BDT model”390

In the alternative model proposed in this paper, which we call “sloping391

BDT model”, the increase of the depth of the brittle-ductile transition (BDT)392

toward segment ends, or, in other words, the increase of the thickness of the393
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elastic-brittle lithosphere, also contributes to the lateral attraction of dykes394

away from their mid-segment magma source (green line in Figure 2). In395

contrast to the “sloping surface model”, where the thickness of the elastic-396

brittle lithosphere was assumed to be constant, the BDT is here sloping397

at an angle ( %= ', and occurs at an increasing depth toward the segment398

end. Therefore, from P1 to P2, we now have #Z = #x tan (, or #z =399

#x (tan ( " tan') (Equation 13). We obtain the following expression for400

the variation of driving pressure from P1 to P2:401

#P max
d = {(##+ 2A#r) g#x (tan ( " tan')}+#mg#x tan'"2A#wg#x tan(

(17)402

where we recall that ## = #m " #r is constant. We notice that for ( = '403

(i.e. for a dyke travelling at a constant depth below a sloping free surface),404

Equation 15 is recovered from Equation 17. For the sake of separating the405

e!ects of a sloping free surface on the one hand, and a sloping BDT on the406

other, we now assume that ' = 0 and ( %= 0 (Figure 5c). This yields:407

"

"Pd

"x

#

sloping BDT

#
#P max

d

#x
= {##+ 2A(#r " #w)} g tan( (18)408

From this expression, it can be deduced that magma buoyancy ## (nega-409

tive for a positively buoyant magma) competes with tectonic stress (second410

term between braces) in reducing the magnitude of "Pd/"x. However, since411

typically |##| ( 2A(#r " #w), the e!ect of tectonic stress is dominant, and412

magma may be driven laterally for a wide range of values of ## (e.g. Rubin,413

1995).414

Assuming A = 0.35, #m = #r = 2700 kg/m3 (hence ## = 0), and #w =415
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1000 kg/m3, the above equation reduces to the approximate expression:416

"

"Pd

"x

#

sloping BDT

# 0.44 #mg tan ( #
1

2
#mg tan ( (19)417

This expression is similar to that obtained for the sloping surface model418

(Equation 16), suggesting that the two contributions (a sloping free surface419

and a sloping BDT) have similar magnitudes, provided that ' # (. As420

discussed below, this is usually not the case.421

4. Discussion422

4.1. Quantitative comparison of the e!ciency of the two competing models423

In order to quantitatively compare the respective e"ciency of the two424

competing models (“sloping surface model” versus “sloping BDT model”) in425

explaining lateral dyke intrusions, we have calculated the expressions of the426

horizontal gradient of driving pressure along a magmatic rift resulting from an427

along-axis sloping topographic surface or an along-axis sloping brittle-ductile428

transition (BDT). These expressions show that comparing the e"ciency of429

the two models is equivalent to comparing the slope of the topographic surface430

' versus the slope of the BDT ( (Equations 16 and 19, Figure 2). As431

demonstrated in the two following examples, usually, ' ( ( is observed at432

slow-spreading MORs, which suggests that along-axis variations of the depth433

of the BDT due to lateral variations of temperature in the lithosphere plays434

a primary role in driving lateral dyke intrusions, whereas the e!ect of surface435

topography may be secondary.436

Taking the Manda Hararo rift (Ethiopia) as a first example, a shallow-437

ing of the BDT above the central magma reservoir is deduced from geode-438

tic analysis of dyke intrusions during the 2005–2010 rifting episode, which439
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provides an indirect insight into the maximum depth of dyke injections440

(Grandin et al., 2010a,b). As shown in Figure 1, dykes emplaced above the441

mid-segment source reservoir are restricted depths shallower than ! 5 km,442

whereas the bottom depth of dykes reaches ! 12 km at a distance of 10 km443

from their mid-segment source toward the north, and ! 10 km at a distance444

of 10 km toward the south. Unfortunately, hypocentral depths in the Manda445

Hararo rift are poorly constrained due to the inadequate station coverage446

and the low magnitude of events, which precludes a direct estimate of the447

absolute value of the depth to the BDT, as well as of the along-rift variations448

in the thickness of the brittle layer suggested by space geodetic observa-449

tions (e.g. Grandin et al., 2011). Nevertheless, available seismological data450

shows that both the number and the magnitude of earthquakes detected in451

2005–2010 exhibit a clear minimum near the central magma reservoir, and an452

increase toward both segments ends (Keir et al., 2006; Ebinger et al., 2008;453

Belachew et al., 2011; Grandin et al., 2011). This is compatible with a mid-454

segment weakness of the lithosphere, presumably due to focussed melt supply455

at the rift centre, a view supported by other geophysical evidence from the456

neighbouring Asal rift (Djibouti) (e.g. Doubre et al., 2007b,a) (Figure 6a).457

Assuming the dykes bottom lies near the BDT (case of a buoyant magma,458

i.e. #m < #r in Figure 4a), geodetic observations of the 2005–2010 dyke in-459

trusions yield an estimated ( = 70 % (35") toward the north, and ( = 50 %460

(27") toward the south. Alternatively, if one assumes that the mid-depth of461

dyke intrusions follows the BDT (no density contrast between magma and462

host rock, i.e. #m = #r in Figure 4a), these estimates of ( should be divided463

by a factor 2, leading to ( = 35 % (19"), and ( = 25 % (14"), respectively.464
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In comparison, much smaller values of the along-axis topographic slope ' are465

typically found in sub-aerial rift segments of Iceland and Afar, with slopes466

of the order of ' = 1.0–1.5 % (0.6–0.9") (Buck et al., 2006; Grandin et al.,467

2009) (Figure 1a).468

A second example is the well-studied ! 50 km-long magmatic segment469

located at 29"N on the slow-spreading MAR. Geophysical and geomorpho-470

logic observations show that the features of this magmatic segment are typ-471

ical of those found in most second-order magmatic segments of the MAR472

(Sempéré et al., 1993). The “bull’s eye” gravity anomaly at the centre of473

the segment is compatible with a decrease of the oceanic crustal thickness474

from 7.5 km at segment mid-point, to 4 km at segment end (Lin et al.,475

1990). At slow-spreading MORs, a thick crust at the segment center is476

generally thought to correspond to a thin upper elastic-brittle layer, because477

the strength of the lithosphere is dramatically decreased by the presence of a478

weak lower-crust which decouples the upper crust from the stronger under-479

lying mantle (Figure 6b). In contrast, segment ends are charaterized by a480

thinner crust, leading to a full coupling of the crust and the mantle, so that481

the strength of the lithosphere is substantially greater there (e.g. Shaw, 1992;482

Cannat, 1996; Thibaud et al., 1999). Therefore, focusing of melt induces a483

thermal and compositional weakening of the lithosphere near segment cen-484

tres, whereas cold segment ends can sustain more di!erential stress before485

yielding. Rheological models predict that the strength of the lithosphere de-486

pends, to the first order, on the local geotherm. The 600–700"C isotherm is487

commonly considered as a proxy of the BDT, because at higher temperatures488

plastic flow in the gabbros is expected (e.g Tapponnier and Francheteau,489
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1978). Tridimensional thermo-mechanical modeling of lithospheric defor-490

mation provides an estimate of the thermal profile as a function of depth491

and distance along the rift axis of this segment of the slow-spreading MAR492

(Shaw and Lin, 1996). Assuming “dry diabase” lithology for the crust, and493

“dry dunite” for the underlying lithospheric mantle, the depth of the BDT494

deduced from these thermal profiles increases from 6–7 km at segment cen-495

tre, to 9 km at a distance of 7 km along the axis, for a point located at496

1 km o!-axis (i.e. for a 80 kyr old lithosphere and a half-spreading rate of497

1.2 cm/yr) (Hirth et al., 1998). We deduce that the slope of the BDT is in498

the range ( = 28–42 % (16–23") for this segment of the MAR. This is in good499

agreement with values in the range ( = 27–100 % (15–45") proposed for the500

along-axis slope of the 700"C isotherm in the MAR, from thermal model-501

ing of the axial oceanic lithosphere (Fontaine et al., 2008). In comparison,502

an upper bound for the along-axis topographic slope in the slow-spreading503

MAR is only ' = 4 % (2.3") (Sempéré et al., 1993).504

From these two examples, we conclude that the along-axis slope of the505

BDT ( may be significantly steeper than the along-axis slope of surface to-506

pography '. Using typical values of ' and (, and applying the formulas devel-507

oped in the previous section, values of the corresponding horizontal gradient508

of driving pressure "Pd/"x are readily calculated. For a topographic slope of509

' =1–4 % (0.6–2.3"), we obtain ("Pd/"x)sloping surface = 0.20–0.78 MPa/km510

(Equation 15), whereas for an along-axis BDT slope in the range ( = 10–40 %511

(5.7–22"), we find ("Pd/"x)sloping BDT = 1.1–4.6 MPa/km (Equation 18), us-512

ing A = 0.35, g = 10 m.s#2, #m = 2650 kg/m3, #r = 2700 kg/m3 and513

#w = 1000 kg/m3 in both cases. We conclude that the thickening of the514
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elastic-brittle lithosphere away from the magma source due to melt focusing515

at rift centre is more e"cient (by a factor 5) than commonly observed along-516

axis topographic slopes to drive dykes laterally in a slow-spreading MOR517

setting.518

4.2. Surface topography: cause or consequence of lateral dyke intrusions?519

Although we show that variations of elastic-brittle thickness are capable520

of e"ciently driving lateral dyke injections, our calculations do not preclude521

that surface topography does play a role in increasing the horizontal gradient522

of driving pressure in volcanic rift zones, as suggested by the observation of523

a correlation between dyke opening and surface elevation in the Krafla rift524

(Buck et al., 2006). In fact, in the case of a prominent volcanic edifice, such525

as in Hawaii (e.g. Mauna Loa, Kilauea), surface topography is likely to be an526

important factor driving the lateral migration of magma pockets along the527

slope of the rift zone (Fialko and Rubin, 1999; Pinel and Jaupart, 2004). In528

addition, other mechanisms not taken into account in this analysis may also529

influence the spatial arrangement of rift zones, such as flank instability asso-530

ciated with detachment faulting below the edifice (Rubin, 1990; Walter et al.,531

2005; Amelung et al., 2007). Therefore, depending on the tectonic setting, on532

edifice shape and height, and on magma composition, temperature and sup-533

ply rate, these competing contributions may lead to lateral dyke intrusions534

unrelated to any change in the depth to the BDT.535

Nevertheless, relevance of the “sloping BDT model” in a slow-spreading536

MOR setting is supported by the recent observations of dyke intrusions in537

Afar, which show that surface elevation and dyke opening are poorly cor-538

related, likely indicating that dyke emplacement cannot be controlled, in539
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this case, by topography (Grandin et al., 2010b) (Figure 1c). In fact, the540

morphology of the axial valley of MOR magmatic segments is the result541

of a competition between the creation of topography by activity of normal542

faults, and the potential of occasional periods of enhanced volcanic activity543

to “reset” the topography (e.g. Parsons and Thompson, 1991; Rubin, 1992;544

Behn et al., 2006). Because dyke intrusions both trigger fault slip and often545

lead to axial eruptions, long-term variations of melt supply to the rift seg-546

ment can produce a succession of periods of topography creation (tectonic547

phase) and destruction (volcanic phase). The Asal rift provides a compelling548

example of the competition between faulting and volcanism in controlling549

the axial topography of a magmatic rift. There, restoration of topography550

has shown that today’s rift topography is the result of the dismantlement of551

a prominent central volcano (Fieale), due to reduced extrusive volcanic ac-552

tivity since ! 100 ka, and consequently enhanced activity on normal faults,553

fissures and dykes (de Chabalier and Avouac, 1994; Manighetti et al., 1998).554

Similarly, in the Manda Hararo rift, the presence of a partially dismantled555

mid-segment transverse volcanic range, including the Ado’Ale volcano which556

culminates at ! 1400 m (Rowland et al., 2007; Grandin et al., 2009), sug-557

gests that the remnants of a preexisting landscape may also represent a sig-558

nificant component of today’s axial topography. Finally, the importance of559

intrusive activity at early stages of lithospheric rupture, such as in the East560

African rift (Keir et al., 2006; Calais et al., 2008; Keir et al., 2011), also sug-561

gests that lateral dyke intrusions predate the establishment of an equilib-562

rium axial topography similar to that observed in “steady-state” segments563

of the slow-spreading MOR. Therefore, in the young volcanic rifts of the564
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Afar depression (<1–2 Myr (Barberi et al., 1972; Manighetti et al., 2001)),565

the topography that preceded the onset of oceanic-like accretion at the rift566

axis may still substantially contribute to today’s along-axis relief, possibly567

explaining the absence of any correlation (either positive or negative) be-568

tween dyke opening and surface elevation in the recent Manda Hararo rifting569

episode. This contrasts with the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland, where570

oceanic-like accretion has been occurring for a longer time (at least 8 Myr), at571

a faster velocity (2 cm/yr), and with a comparatively higher magma supply572

rate (e.g. Rubin, 1990; Garcia et al., 2003), probably explaining why, in the573

Krafla rift, axial rift topography appears to be already in equilibrium with574

along-axis variations in magma supply (Behn et al., 2006). An open question575

is whether the central volcanoes (Fieale, Ado’Ale, Krafla) associated with a576

prominent topography may be interpreted as precursors of the localisation577

of the rift zone (Lahitte et al., 2003). This could perhaps occur by a process578

of thermal punching of the lithosphere, that would promote magma focusing579

and the development of a dyke swarm around this newly-created soft point580

(e.g. Geo!roy, 2001; Doubre and Geo!roy, 2003).581

In contrast, the topography of second-order segments of the Mid-Atlantic582

Ridge (MAR) is generally considered to reflect nearly steady-state processes583

of accretion. A widespread observation in the MAR is the greater depth and584

breadth of the axial graben near segment ends compared to segment centre585

(Shaw, 1992; Escart́ın et al., 1997; Thibaud et al., 1999). This hour-glass586

shaped topography of the rift valley is likely due to a higher ratio of tectonic587

to magmatic extension toward segment ends where faulting processes are en-588

hanced by the greater depth to the BDT (Harper, 1985; Buck et al., 2005)589
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(Figure 6b). Similar observations in the Asal rift of Djibouti (Doubre et al.,590

2007a; Pinzuti et al., 2010) may suggest that the same first-order along-strike591

structure of the lithosphere may be already present at the incipient stage of592

lithospheric rupture in which the Manda Hararo rift appears to be standing593

today. Yet, a striking issue is the marked di!erence in the heave of graben-594

bounding normal faults observed in sub-aerial sectors of the global MOR595

system in Afar or Iceland (a few hundred meters to the most) compared596

to the MAR (up to 2000 m). The fraction of the plate separation rate ac-597

commodated by magmatic dyke opening (M in Figure 6) has been shown598

to play a significant role in controlling the across-axis topography of MORs599

(Buck et al., 2005), as is well illustrated by the end-member case of oceanic600

core complexes, associated with low-angle detachment faulting and mantle601

exhumation, occurring near segment ends in some ultraslow magma-poor602

MOR segments (Lagabrielle et al., 1998; Cannat et al., 2006). This di!er-603

ence can be explained by the melt-richer environment in the volcanic rift604

zones in Afar and Iceland due to hotspot activity, compared to the MAR.605

However, the impact of along-axis variations of M on the topography of a606

single rift segment have not been fully explored. Resolving this issue would607

require to account for the 4D thermo-mechanical interplay between magma608

migration, fault growth, mantle flow and hydrothermal processes.609

4.3. Limitations and possibilities for improvement610

In our analysis, we have made the assumption that along-axis variations611

of the elastic-brittle thickness H arising from the thermal state of the young612

oceanic lithosphere in presence of a focusing of melts at segment centre are613

capable of creating conditions that substantially encourage lateral dyke es-614
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cape away from the mid-segment magma-rich region. In this section, we615

assess the importance of a number of factors that have been excluded from616

the analysis.617

First, we do not take into account the decrease of magma pressure during618

the intrusion, as a result of melt extraction from a finite-sized source reservoir619

(Einarsson and Brandsdóttir, 1980; Dvorak and Okamura, 1987; Ida, 1999;620

Owen et al., 2000; Rivalta, 2010), or due to viscous pressure losses during621

magma transport to the dyke tip region (e.g. Spence and Turcotte, 1985;622

Lister and Kerr, 1991; Wada, 1994). Similarly, heat exchange with the host623

rock tends to promote magma solidification and to limit dyke propagation624

(Spence and Turcotte, 1985; Fialko and Rubin, 1998). Finally, intrusion of625

a dyke is expected to contract the surrounding rocks o! to the sides of the626

magma body, which results in a consumption of the elastic strain energy driv-627

ing the dyke intrusion. In the absence of a high magma pressure, the volume628

of magma that can be intruded in dykes is ultimately limited by the deficit of629

opening inherited from inter-dyking plate divergence and a potentially com-630

plex sequence of previous intrusions (Grandin et al., 2010b). All these factors631

(pressure drop in the magma, magma freezing at the dyke tip, decrease of632

|!d| as a result of one or several intrusions) tend to decrease the driving633

pressure during the dyke intrusion, and eventually control the conditions for634

dyke arrest in a sense that limits the volume and distance of propagation635

of dykes. Including these mechanisms in the analysis would allow for a dy-636

namic modeling of dyke intrusions that could help understanding the e!ect637

of successive magma intrusions on the spatial and temporal pattern of dyke638

intrusions during a full rifting episode (e.g. see the model of Buck et al.,639
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2005). This would however require a substantially more complex approach640

than the semi-quantitative strategy adopted here, which accordingly max-641

imises the e!ect of geometrical parameters (slope of the BDT, slope of the642

surface) in driving lateral dyke injections.643

Another critical assumption is that the sign and magnitude of the hori-644

zontal gradient of driving pressure Pd is used as a means of quantifying the645

propensity for lateral dyke injections, by stating that lateral dyke injections646

are promoted when "Pd/"x > 0. In our analysis, the condition "Pd/"x > 0647

is satisfied because the lithosphere is assumed to be in a in a state of incip-648

ient faulting at all depths (“faulting stress case”), so that the magnitude of649

relative tension |!d| increases toward thick, cold segment ends. This scenario650

should be appropriate at the initiation of a major rifting episode because, at651

that time, relative tension is expected to have reached a significant fraction652

of the maximum imposed by the brittle strength envelope, as suggested by653

the observation that the initial dykes intruded in a rifting episode are gen-654

erally non-eruptive, despite their large volume (e.g. December 1975 dyke in655

Krafla, September 2005 dyke in Manda Hararo). This scenario is also com-656

patible with the view that dykes in Afar and Iceland, and probably also in657

slow-spreading MORs, are intruded at low magma pressure and high tensile658

stress (Rubin, 1990; Grandin et al., 2010b). Similar conclusions would be659

reached for any scenario where "|!d|/"x > 0, provided that magma pressure660

decrease during the injection is discounted.661

Alternatively, we could have assumed a uniform |!d| above the BDT (“uni-662

form stress case”) (e.g. Qin and Buck, 2008). This second scenario could be663

appropriate for a lithosphere at an intermediate stage of loading, i.e. with664
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relative tension lower than the limit imposed by yield criteria for normal665

faulting. In this case the horizontal gradient of driving pressure "Pd/"x666

would be rigorously equal to zero, which would neither promote nor pre-667

vent lateral dyke intrusions. This appears to be counter-intuitive, because a668

greater thickness of the lithosphere toward segment ends means more room669

is available for dyke intrusions. This suggests that "Pd/"x is a restrictive670

parameter to quantify the lateral attraction of dykes, and that our approach671

may be conservative. An alternative means of quantifying the balance be-672

tween the actions of tectonic stress and magma pressure “sensed” by dyke673

intrusions is to introduce the “force available for driving dyke injection”,674

defined as the integral of the driving pressure over the thickness H of the675

lithosphere (Buck, 2006):676

Fd =

$ H

0

Pd(z)dz (20)677

Using this new expression and Equation 5, and assuming a constant magma678

overpressure p0 and no magma buoyancy (i.e. Pd(z) ) "!d), we find that,679

in the uniform stress case, Fd is proportional to H . This would promote680

lateral dyke intrusions toward regions of greater elastic-brittle thickness in681

the uniform stress case, though less e"ciently than in the tectonic stress682

case (where Fd would be proportional to H2). More precisely, in the uniform683

stress case, the e"ciency of the sloping BDT model would be decreased684

as the ratio between the average (uniform) level of relative tension in the685

elastic-brittle lithosphere and the maximum relative tension derived from686

yield criteria, so that lateral dyke intrusions would be less likely to occur687

when tectonic stress becomes low. This scenario may apply to late stages of688

a rifting episode, when tectonic stress has been “consumed” by a succession689
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of previous dyke injections. This could explain the observed shift from the690

intrusion of voluminous, non-eruptive dykes travelling over long distances691

at the beginning of a rifting episode (e.g. December 1975 dyke in Krafla,692

September 2005 dyke in Manda Hararo), followed by an increasing tendency693

for intrusion of smaller dykes travelling over shorter distances, associated694

with more frequent lava extrusion in the late stages of the rifting episode695

(e.g. the eruptive dykes in 1980–1984 in Krafla, the two last observed dykes696

of June 2009 and May 2010 in Manda Hararo) (Björnsson, 1985; Buck, 2006;697

Grandin et al., 2010b; Ferguson et al., 2010).698

A third scenario could be that of a uniform force Fd (“uniform force699

case”). This scenario gives primacy to stress focusing in the thin elastic700

layer overlying a weak segment centre (e.g. see Gac and Geo!roy, 2009),701

and implies that the magnitude of tensile stress has to decrease substantially702

toward the thicker segment ends (i.e. relative tension evolves as 1/H , so703

that "|!d|/"x < 0). Because magma pressure is not likely to increase dur-704

ing horizontal propagation, this scenario would lead to "Pd/"x < 0. This705

represents a repulsion of magma in the x direction, so this situation is less706

conducive to lateral dyke propagation. Nevertheless, provided that magma707

is e"ciently trapped at depth and that dyke inflation is sustained by su"-708

cient magma pressure, lateral dyke migration may still occur. For instance,709

as long as magma pressure pm exceeds the normal stress !3 but is less than710

the burden stress !1, inflation of a dyke at the BDT would lead to its coeval711

horizontal expansion along the BDT, as shown by Lister and Kerr (1991).712

However, dykes intruded in such a situation would narrow downrift, and713

their maximum thickness would be observed at the magma source where714
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driving pressure is maximum. This appears to be incompatible with obser-715

vations of dyke injections in the early stages of rifting episodes at Manda716

Hararo and Krafla, because maximum dyke width occurred 10–30 km away717

from the source reservoir for most of these intrusions. Therefore, similarly to718

the “uniform stress case”, the “uniform force case” could only apply to the719

late stage of a rifting episode when observations show that most dykes give720

rise to an eruption above the magma chamber. However, this would imply721

a reversal of the sign of "Pd/"x between the inception of a rifting episode722

(positive, “faulting stress case”) and its end (negative, “uniform force case”).723

Although Pd may be e"ciently decreased toward segment ends as a result of724

multiple dyke intrusions, this scenario requires a second mechanism to co-725

evally increase the magnitude of Pd locally at segment centre. This shift from726

a lateral attraction to a lateral repulsion should occur over the short duration727

of a rifting episode (a few years), which excludes “passive” tectonic stretch-728

ing. An hypothetic candidate mechanism could be the decrease of rift-normal729

compressive stress !n due to stress transfer from the intrusion of neighbour-730

ing dykes surrounding the rift centre (Grandin et al., 2010b; Hamling et al.,731

2010) or the transient inflation of a magma body located below the BDT732

at the rift centre (de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004; Amelung et al., 2007;733

Grandin et al., 2010a). Unfortunately, too little information is available to734

support the significance of such a mechanism.735

In a fourth scenario, di!erential stress could be highly heterogeneous736

along the plate boundary as a result of a complex history of past intrusions737

and eruptions, so that systematic variations of elastic-brittle thickness would738

become irrelevant to explain in detail lateral dyke injections. In that sce-739
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nario, dykes would tend to emplace preferentially in sectors of the rift where740

tensile stress is maximum. Conversely, local minimas of the magnitude of741

tensile stress would likely act as barriers to dyke propagation. Consequently,742

magma access to remote sectors of the rift zone could be extremely di"-743

cult due to the presence of multiple barriers along the magma pathway, and744

magma would likely accumulate near the central magma source. Therefore,745

tensile stress could not develop to a high level in the vicinity of the magma746

source, in contrast to magma-starved sectors of the rift near segment ends.747

Because the magnitude of tensile stress is ultimately limited by the yield748

strength of the lithosphere, after many dyke intrusions, the situation would749

likely stabilise to one of the above scenarii. However, a more complex ap-750

proach than that chosen in this paper would be required to ascertain this751

assertion.752

4.4. Kinematic approach753

We have showed that variations of the thickness of the axial elastic-brittle754

lithosphere at MOR segments may give rise to stress conditions that promote755

lateral migration of magma within the lithosphere more e"ciently than an756

along-axis topographic slope. This has been demonstrated semi-analytically,757

and quantified for ranges of plausible values of the along-axis slope of the758

BDT and topographic surface inferred from geophysical observations. Ac-759

cordingly, our line of argumentation stands on numerous hypotheses on the760

distribution of stress within the lithosphere, and we made a series of sim-761

plifications of the complex physics of dyke intrusion. Nevertheless, our key762

argument is that the along-axis increase of the elastic thickness away from763

segment center, presumably caused by thermal weakening of the lithosphere764
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above a mid-segment magma supply, induces a lateral appeal of dykes toward765

segment ends, i.e. away from segment centre. Setting aside other assump-766

tions, it is possible to use a kinematic reasoning to show qualitatively that a767

thicker elastic-brittle layer at segment ends is likely to be a critical parameter768

to explain lateral dyke injections.769

Let us assume that magma injection in dykes is the only process of accre-770

tion in the elastic-brittle layer of the lithosphere (i.e. the fraction of the plate771

separation rate accommodated by magmatic dyke opening M is uniformly772

equal to 1). After moderate stretching of the lithosphere, stress amplification773

near the segment centre, where the lithosphere is thin, implies that the litho-774

sphere can reach a state of incipient faulting much faster at segment centre775

than near the thick segment ends. Therefore, the higher level of extensional776

stress near the magma source must be relieved by more frequent intrusions,777

whereas buildup of relative tension can proceed for a longer time near seg-778

ment ends. However, dykes emplaced near the segment centre are expected779

to involve small volumes of magma because of scaling relationships: if the780

dykes are restricted to emplace in a thin layer above the magma reservoir,781

their length and thickness will remain small (Figure 7a). Conversely, after782

a long period of loading, once segment ends have reached the limit imposed783

by yield criteria for faulting, any dyke penetrating in a distal sector of the784

rift zone has to accommodate a much more important deficit of strain, both785

because of the greater thickness of the column of stretched rocks, but also786

because of the longer time interval since the previous dyke.787

To better quantify these e!ects, let us assume that accretion proceeds788

solely by intrusion of dykes whose heights equal the thickness of the elastic789
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layer H , and whose lengths are noted l. Given a full spreading rate u, the790

long-term intrusion rate required to compensate plate divergence at any site791

with elastic thickness H can be expressed as:792

V̇ = lHu (21)793

This intrusion rate averaged over a long time period can be related to the794

volume of individual dykes V via their injection frequency If :795

V̇ = V If (22)796

The volume of an individual dyke intrusion is the product of its length l,797

height H and thickness d, if we assume that its shape can be approximately798

described by these three geometric dimensions:799

V = lHd (23)800

Scaling relationships between l, H and d, which are explained by the theory801

of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), require that l, H and d are ap-802

proximately proportional to each other (Pollard and Segall, 1987; Grandin et al.,803

2010b), so that the above equations can be rewritten as:804

V̇ = kH2u = V If (24)805

V = kk$H3 (25)806

where k and k$ are coe"cients of proportionality between l and H , and d807

and H , respectively. k is of the order of 1, whereas k$ is in the range 10#2
808

to 10#4 (Rubin, 1995). The two above equations can be combined to provide809

an expression of the injection frequency:810

If =
1

k$

u

H
(26)811
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Using these expressions, and assuming an increase of the elastic-brittle812

thickness H by a factor 2 between segment centre and segment ends, we find813

(1) that dyke intrusions are more frequent by a factor 2 near segment centre814

than near segment ends, and (2) that individual dykes are more voluminous815

by a factor 8 near segment ends compared to segment centre (Figure 7c).816

This is compatible with field observations in eroded dyke swarm, which show817

(1) that dykes are fewer in number at the distal ends of rift zones, as discussed818

by Rubin (1995) (reporting observations from Speight et al., 1982; Walker,819

1987; Gudmundsson, 1990), and (2) that dykes are also greater in thickness820

there (e.g. Paquet et al., 2007).821

Grandin et al. (2010b) have reported observations of the 2005–2010 se-822

quence of 14 dyke intrusions in the Manda Hararo rift that allow us to further823

constrain the along-strike variability of the frequency of dyke intrusions as a824

function of elastic thickness. Note that Grandin et al. (2010b) provide values825

of k$ for each dyke intrusion, which they refer to as the average normal strain826

change associated with a dyke intrusion. Dykes injected near the magma827

source, where H = 5 km, typically have stress drops of k$ = 1.0 ' 10#4,828

which yields a recurrence time of 25 yr (using u = 20 mm/yr). In con-829

trast, the thickest dykes injected 10–20 km to the north of the mid-segment830

magma source, where H = 12 km, have larger stress drops of k$ = 5 ' 10#4,831

so that the recurrence time associated with these voluminous dykes is 450 yr.832

Shorter time intervals between rifting episodes (100–150 years) are inferred833

from historical observations in the Northern Volcanic Zone of Iceland, de-834

spite a similar spreading rate (Björnsson et al., 1977). This would fit with a835

thinner axial lithosphere in the steady-state magma-rich rifts of NE Iceland836
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compared to young rifts of the Afar depression, where plate breakup is still837

in an incipient stage (Hayward and Ebinger, 1996).838

This simple kinematic model, supported by observations of past and re-839

cent dyke intrusions, suggests that the region located near the mid-segment840

source reservoir could host frequent dykes of small volumes, whereas dyke in-841

trusions at segment ends are less frequent, but more voluminous. Yet, more842

frequent, smaller volume dyke intrusions near segment centre, although pre-843

dicted by this model, have not been observed so far. Rather, dyke intrusions844

in Afar and Iceland appear to be clustered in time during rifting episodes (e.g.845

Ebinger et al., 2010). Such a clustering probably involves elastic interactions846

between dyke intrusions (Grandin et al., 2010b; Hamling et al., 2010) and an847

unresolved mechanism of melt supply to the finite-size feeder reservoir during848

the short interval (3–12 months) between discrete dyke intrusions. Neverthe-849

less, dyke intrusions near the mid-segment magma source were indeed more850

numerous than toward segment ends during the rifting episodes of Krafla851

and Manda Hararo (Björnsson, 1985; Hamling et al., 2009; Grandin et al.,852

2010b). Therefore, the intrusion frequency If could be better defined as the853

cumulative number of intrusions at a given site along the rift axis throughout854

the duration of a complete rifting episode.855

This model does not preclude that small dyke intrusions near the segment856

centre may occur in the time intervals separating major rifting episodes, but857

evidence for such isolated events is di"cult to highlight. This could be due858

to an insu"cient time of observation, because small dyke intrusions may be859

nearly aseismic and do not necessarily generate an eruption, so that past860

dyke intrusions may well have remained unnoticed prior to the development861
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of modern remote sensing techniques. For instance, detection of a major862

dyke intrusion coeval with the 1978 “volcanic-seismic” crisis in the Asal rift863

(Afar, Djibouti) would have been impossible without the prior installation864

of a dedicated geodetic network (Ruegg et al., 1979). The growing number865

of examples of dyke intrusions imaged recently by spaceborne geodesy in re-866

mote areas of the broad East African Rift – Red Sea region could also support867

this view (e.g. Wright et al., 2006; Calais et al., 2008; Pallister et al., 2010;868

Keir et al., 2011). In addition, other processes not involving magma intru-869

sion are also capable of accommodating plate divergence in the mid-segment870

region during inter-rifting periods, including episodic fault creep above the871

central magma reservoir (Doubre and Peltzer, 2007) or visco-elastic deforma-872

tion of a weak layer overlying the deeper deforming rift body (Pedersen et al.,873

2009). These mechanisms, although more di"cult to detect, may e"ciently874

limit the level of relative tension at rift centre above the BDT between major875

episodes of dyke intrusions.876

5. Conclusion877

Lateral dyke intrusions travelling along the axis of magmatic rifts, such878

as in the slow-spreading sectors of the mid-ocean ridge system during rift-879

ing episodes, are an important process of accretion in the uppermost part of880

the elastic-brittle oceanic lithosphere. It had previously been proposed that881

lateral dyke intrusions, which result from the existence of a horizontal gra-882

dient of driving pressure along the rift, are mainly driven by the along-rift883

topographic downward slope that is commonly observed in magmatic rifts884

toward segment ends. In this paper, we alternatively propose that the in-885
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crease of elastic-brittle thickness toward segment ends along the rift axis is886

a more plausible explanation of the phenomenon of lateral dyke intrusions.887

The underlying reason is that a greater amount of potential elastic strain en-888

ergy can be stored near segment ends, because the brittle-ductile transition889

(BDT) can be significantly deeper there than near the mid-segment magma890

source. This increase of the elastic-brittle thickness toward segment ends is891

due to the colder geotherm that prevails in distal sectors of the rift, in con-892

trast to the mid-segment region where the lithosphere is thermally weakened893

by focused melt ascent from the asthenosphere. Geophysical observations in894

the mid-Atlantic ridge, in Afar and in Iceland support the hypothesis of a895

thin, presumably weak segment centre, and comparatively thicker, stronger896

segment ends. Using a semi-analytical formulation, we calculate that dykes897

are attracted laterally in proportion of the along-axis slope of the BDT.898

Similarly, in the topography-driven dyke propagation hypothesis, the lat-899

eral gradient of driving stress is proportional to the along-axis slope of the900

free-surface. For typical values of the slope of surface elevation and BDT901

in slow-spreading mid-ocean ridge contexts, we show that thickening of the902

elastic-brittle lithosphere is up to five times more e"cient than a sloping903

of surface topography in promoting lateral dyke injections. In addition, we904

suggest that rift topography may be the consequence of lateral dyke injec-905

tions, rather than their cause. Indeed, along-axis variations of elastic-brittle906

thickness, which are ultimately controlled by the e"ciency of melt distri-907

bution along the ridge, may be capable of leading to the development of908

the observed typical rift morphology (along-axis increase of the breadth and909

height of rift-bounding normal faults) because fault slip is enhanced near910
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“strong”, magma-starved segment ends, and faults are consequently more911

deeply rooted there. Conversely, apparent fault heave is decreased near the912

magma-rich segment centre due to more e"cient magma supply and more913

frequent axial eruptions. Therefore , the “sloping BDT model” provides a914

general explanation for the phenomenon of lateral dyke intrusions in the915

specific magmato-tectonic environment of slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges.916
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Figure 1: (a) Surface elevation along the axis of Manda Hararo–Dabbahu rift (Afar,

Ethiopia). The black curve is the elevation averaged in a 5 km wide sliding cross-

section centered on the rift axis, and the grey curves show the maximum dispersion

of elevations in this sliding region (vertical exaggeration: '20). The white circle

indicates the location of the source reservoir, which is o!set by ! 7 km to the SSE

with respect to the summit of the axial depression, whose location is indicated

by the white triangle. (b) Distribution of cumulative opening between September

2005 and June 2009 as a result of intrusion of 13 dykes along the Manda Hararo

rift, deduced from inversion of InSAR data. x is the horizontal distance along the

rift, with origin at the central magma reservoir. Red dashed line shows depth of

the brittle-ductile transition (BDT), inferred from depth of maximum dyke open-

ing for the 2005–2009 dykes (vertical exaggeration: '1). Note the poor correlation

between dyke opening and surface elevation (Grandin et al., 2010a,b). (c) Open-

ing distribution for October 2008 dyke (d10). Location of the source reservoir

(shown schematically as a red sphere) has been inferred from inflation/deflation

cycles imaged by InSAR during the 2005–2010 rifting episode (Hamling et al.,

2009; Grandin et al., 2010a; Hamling et al., 2010). Circles indicate the migration

of earthquake activity coeval to dyke emplacement, with colour depending on the

time since onset of earthquake activity (Grandin et al., 2011). The migration of

seismicity shown here is typical of other intrusion events in the 2005–2010 rifting

episode (Keir et al., 2009; Belachew et al., 2011; Grandin et al., 2011).
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Figure 2: Along-axis cross-section of an idealised magmatic segment showing deep-

ening of the brittle-ductile transition (BDT, red line) and shallowing of surface

elevation (black line) toward segment ends. Magma injected from a mid-segment

reservoir (red ellipse) migrates laterally toward one segment end (red dashed ar-

row), either following a constant depth below surface topography (“sloping surface

model”, blue line) or a trajectory parallel to the BDT (“sloping BDT model”, green

line). Values of depth and distance on the right and bottom are indicative of the

typical range found in nature.
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direction. (b) Blow-up of the magma-filled dyke, showing the stress components

acting normal on the crack surface. Orange: magma (dyke interior). Grey: host

rock (dyke exterior). (c) Stress as a function of depth when di!erential stress !d

follows the yield envelope (“faulting stress case”). The magnitude of !d (defined

as !d = !3"!1 < 0) is minimum (i.e. most tensile) at the brittle-ductile transition

(BDT). The area hatched in red indicates the region of positive driving pressure

Pd, i.e. where magma pressure exceeds the horizontal least compressive principal

stress (magma pressure above and below this region is extrapolated). Dyke intru-

sion preferentially occurs in this depth range, although actual dyke height can be

greater due to elastic deformation of host-rock near dyke top and bottom. The

cross-sectional shape of the dyke shown here is schematic. Note that the dyke

shown here does not reach the surface, which corresponds to a negative magma

overpressure p0.
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Figure 6: Along-axis cross-sections showing two di!erent configurations of the ther-

mal and compositional structure of the lithosphere leading to along-rift deepening

of the brittle ductile transition (only half of the segment length is shown here).

M is defined as the fraction of the plate separation rate accommodated by mag-

matic dyke opening (e.g. Buck et al., 2005). Diagrams at the bottom indicate the

inferred distribution of the absolute value of di!erential stress |!d| as a function

of depth near segment centre and near segment ends. (a) In Afar and Iceland, the

BDT is likely to be shallower than the crust-mantle boundary (MOHO), due to

the anomalously thick Icelandic crust (e.g. Allen et al., 2002), and the transitional

nature of the Afar crust (e.g. Makris, 1987; Tiberi et al., 2005; Sicilia et al., 2008),

respectively. Deepening of the BDT within the crust, due to a colder geotherm

away from the source reservoir, promotes lateral dyke injections, but other factors

prevent lateral dyke migrations over large distances, such as pressure drop in the

magma or stress shadows inherited from previous intrusions. M is therefore near

to 1 at the segment centre (1), and decreases toward segment ends (2). (b) In

a mid-ocean ridge segment, regular access of magma to proximal sectors of the

magmatic segment also ensures a sustained magmatic accretion (3). However,

the relatively less robust magma supply yields a low M in remote sectors of the

segment, thus implying that faulting accommodates a greater fraction of plate

extension (4), possibly explaining the more pronounced rift valley topography in

comparison to sub-aerial rifts.
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Figure 7: (a) Dykes emplaced near segment centre are thinner, shorter and smaller

than those intruded at segment ends because of scaling laws and the limit imposed

by the local thickness of the elastic-brittle lithosphere. (b) For a constant spread-

ing rate, stress builds up at a faster rate near segment centre because of stress

amplification, but less magma volume is required to accommodate spreading on

the long run. Hence, frequent, small volume dyke are required. Conversely, dyke

intrusions are less frequent near segment ends, but their volume is significantly

larger. (c) Frequent, thin dykes near segment centre, and infrequent, thick dykes

near segment ends can maintain a constant rate of opening and a steady-state

accretion.
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